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ABSTRACT 
The impact of an evaluation design on the effective 

implementation of a training program for women in higher elucation 
leadership an4 management vas assessed. The program was designed by 
the University of Pennsylvania's Higher Education Resource Servi:es. 
The training program, entitled "The Next Move," was introduced at 
three pilot sites: a large, public urban institution, part of a 
multi-campus system; a small, private university in a suburban 
setting; and a senior college of an urban public university syste.. 
To increase chanties for'Career mobility for women and to assist in 
.the development of a positive self-image, the program utilized 
ledderihip and management training to provide women with an 
institutional perspective, strengthen and encourage local leadership, 
and foster the growth of networks. The program consisted of a 
one-half day case study workshop, a one-day leadership and management 
clinic, and'brovn bag seminars. To insure implementation of the model 
on a nationwide basis, it vas necessary that the evaluative design 
consider the special problems of a model focusing on institutional 
change, while carefully appraising the potential adaptability or 
transportability of the program. The evaluation design selected was 
illuminative evaluation, which encompassed both process and product 
components and the collection of quantitative and qualitative data. 
Because the program vas designed in three stages, formative 
evaluation vas easily built into the evaluative model. Quantitative 
data were obtained through a questionnaire, administered after the 
case study workshop and qualitative data were obtained through 
observations and interviews. Results of the evaluation are 
sconsideret. (SW) , 
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Introduction 

trie of the most satisfying achievements of an educator is 

thé successful introduction of an innovative program whose lcng 

range inpect can draaatically affect the institutiA. Such achiev-

nants of this kind are rare,due to the inbarent problems of program 

design, as well as the difficulties of adequate, comprehensive eval-

uation. Clearly, when the program is sophisticated and change-ori-

anted, it must be matched by an egïsally complex evaluative design 

in order to accurately assess the program's inpact. 

This paper addresses itself to gtrastions surrounding the.de-

sign and inplementatian of an innovative program, and it examines 

the role of illuminative eyaluaticn in assessing the arrosas of 

the mudsl. The program, The Next Mcrae, is change-oriented and 

focuses an the role 6f warren in higher education. 

The structure of post-secaulary edœatian, in many respects, 

mirrors other institutions in our culture. The pyramid model of au-

thority finds am at the apex, supported by large numbers of wamen 

in lower levels of authority and,power. Van A1styne and Withers 

(1977) determined that ally 16 per cant of all administrative po-

sitions in higher education ware occupied by women, despite the 

fact that the majority American post-secondary students are rim 

female (Cowen, 1980). 



In previous projects, - focussing an warren in higher education, 

the program develops. of this study,had =eluded that worm's ca-

reers were hindered as narh by their cam negative self-perveptions 

as by institutional barriers. Mien frequently believed that their 

professional skills were inadequate,even in the face of contrary ev-
 idence. 

The Next Move was dejned to address the slow pace of career 

mobility for %awn .in poet-eeœndary institutions and the inportanoe 

of developing a positive self-concept. lb increase dunces for mo-

bility and assist in the development of a positive self-image, the 

-programs utilized leadership and nenagement training as a vehicle taos 

provide wain with an instituticnal perspective., strengthen and at-

courage local leadership, and foster, the growth of networks. 

Zfie program developer and the external evaluator of the Next Move, 

in introducing the model an three pilot sites, felt that illutd.native

evaluation would reveal the ccaplexitiies of the model and highlight 

the strengths and weaknesses associated with its implenentaticn. 

Illuminative evaluation, as defined by Parlétt and thailten (1978) 

"takes account of the wider contexts in which educational programs 

fuacticn. Its primary concern is with description and interpretation 

rather than'measuzement and prediction" (p. 10). Illuminative eval-

uation was expected to test the program's adaptability or transport-



ability frac Site to site. 

Purpose of the Study 

In this paper, 'two major questions are oor+sidered:

(1) Can a model training program for %autan administrators 

be sufficiently transportable to meet the varied needs 

of individual participants and the requirements of par-

ticular institutions? 

(2) Can the assessment apprr ech, known as "illuminative" eval-

uation, enhance the intact of the program and the trans-

portability of the original 'modal? 

Description of the Pilot Program 

FERS (Higher Ddœatian Pesoamoe Services) , Mid-Atlantic, an 

office housed at the thiversity of Pennsylvania, designed and im-

plemented The Next Mrs. The program consists of three parts: 

Part I is a one and one-half day Case Study Workshop focussing an 

issues facing post-seaxida ry vote=. administrators; Part II is a 

one day leadership and Menaient Clinic designed to expand upon 

issues identifed in Part I; Part III is axtposed of five "Brown 

Bag" Seminars, held at trip-wise intervals, addressing topics se-

lected by the participants. The workshop and clinic are conducted 

by facilitators and staff external to the institution, assisted by 

co-facilitators fan the campus. A local coordinator selects 



the o0-facilitators, arranges for campus facilities, and invites 

women participants. ilhese are drain fron four different glows: 

sumort staff, entry -level administraticn, mid:leval eininistra-

tian and faculty. 

Zhe strength of 7tse Next Move, as a professional education 

program, is deriwol from two. key design innovations: the inclus-

ion of diverse warren from all areas of the institution, and the 

fact that the program's ultimate outcome is determined by the par 

ticipants themselves. 7tne Next Move involves women in an extended 

learning program enphasizing career development and an institu iocr 

al perspective. Ztse participants, who traditionally share the sane 

employer, but little else, are sencouraged to develop networks and 

a sense of interdependence-. 

The Next Move was introduced to the Mid-Atlantic region at three 

pilqt amuses. 'Mesa cases were selected to challenge the model's • 

desist thus, this institutions wane intentiaially diverse. Site A was 

a large public institution, part of a multi-campus system, in an urban 

setting. Site Bea smell, private university in a quiet suburban sett-

ing, was the only one of the three institutions curr+ecntly experiencing

eçansicn. Si_ was the senior College of an,urban public tniversity 

system beset by declining enrollment and drastic budget =duct-Jam. In 

Macy and axle, 1980, one-hundred and five women, at the three pilot in-

stitutions, participated is Parts I and II of the model. 



]h September, 1980, the Planning Coirraittee, at each of the sites, 

organized the third phase of the progian, Brown Bag Seminars, 

focussing on topics sels.-bed by the participants themselves. 

The pilot study fort The Next I,ve has now been oonpleted, and 

the program is available for nett /ids introduction. 

.Batithale 'for, the Evalústia of the Pilot Program 

Par inpleeeniing the model on a nationwidebasis, it was essear 

tial that tha evaluative design consider the special problems of a 

model focussing on institutional change, while carefully appraising 

the potential adaptability or transportability" of the program. 

With respect to inplseentatiah of a nodal for change, such as 

The Next Move, current literature stressed the need to focus on the 

process of planned inn uaticn (Benner and McLaughlin, 1975) . 'Do 

facilitate iaplsnentatica; 'he Next Move's design provided a period 

of tine to elapse between each of its three stages; additionally fit 

proceeded fray an eºcteasally-adainistered to an internally-directed 

program. le program also acknowledged the need for cn-site leader-

ship by utilizing personnel from the host institution (Pincus and 

Williams, 1979) . Indeed, with the development of the program, the 

host carpus' coordinator and oa-facilitator ware requested to be-

calm more involved with The Next Wive and they assured responsibility 

for the programed continuation. 



lb effectively disseminate this program, the model egahasizèd 

the concept of•"transportability".' Used in this paper, 'transport-

, ability" is close to the noticaci of "exportability" (Klein, 1974) or. 

the arare currently eaployed ,taro of "adaptability", i.e., "the ex-

tent to whidr, critical elements of an innovatiœ can be implemented 

at other sites" (Graeber, 1980, p. 14) . Pullan,'and Fbmfret (1977) 

noted t ho attributes related to transportability: "explicitness or 

plans for explicitness" and "caapleadty or degree of difficulty of 

change required by an 1ni vaticn" (p. 368) . The evaluative design, 

to determine "transportability" of the model, would have to include 

a study of the explicitness of the program and any necessary ncdifl-

catiŒ , as well as the degree and oaiplexity of change as deteaidned 

by the program's participants. 

Illuidnative H aluation 

lb judge the inpact of 7_eNext Wive' as a model for charms and 

to ascertain its transportability, the choice of an evaluative fraane-

work was a crucial dad:li e. It was decided to use illuminative eval-

uatiai. This sods of evaluation would best provide answers to the cam-

plea questions which the program developer wished to have answered. Lh 

addition, this fora of evaluattii has been specifically reoamaended 

for the assessment of innovatory programs., 

As defined by Parlett and Hamilton (1978) , "illuminative evaluation 

is not a standard methodological package, but a general strategy. It 



aims to be both adaptable and eclectic. %he c oioe of research 

tactics follows not from research doctrine, but fran dedsians 

in each case as to the best available techniques: the problem de-

fines the methods used, not vice versa" (p. 13). 

Zia fledbi ity of research approaches was compatible with 

the coapanaants of the program envisics:ed by the designer. In fact,

it seemed especially appropriate fór two reasons: (1) since the . 

sites were intended as pilots, the program developer wished to 

have the widest range of response avai],able to strengthen the modal; 

(2) as a training program, Trie Next !bye required that participants 

accept the program fully and agree to assume résperiaibility for the 

final Fhase of the model. 'Accordingly,.r+eoognition of participants' 

divérse.reactiahs to the model was necessary to assure the program's 

full inplementatian. 

Ari illuainativs assessment nodal, enoanpasaing both process and

product ccnpahents and combining the oollectian of quantitative and 

qualitative data, was &vac:ed. eeiause Zoe Next Move was designed 

in three stages, foraaativè evalliaticnlias easily built into the eval-

uative model. "In-mouse" reports were provided by the evaluator to 

give continual• feedback to the progran developer for: 

a) the next stage of the design, osa a particular cane , so 

that it could better neat the needs of tige participants; 

b) the refinarent of a particcil,ar stage whicri wyuld then be 

iapiemented .an another site. 



Quantitative data was elicited through a questionnaire, ad-

mLnistered after the Joe Study Workshop (Part I) at all three 

sites. 'At the conclusion of the Brown Bag Seminars, further in-

for cation was collected throughh a final questionnaire. The can-

oined information provided a pre-and post-test to determine if 

Program objectives and participant expectations ware achieved. 

At the beginning of eadn cycle, quantitative information was al-

so obtained thivi4i a needd assessment which was completed, tab-

ulated and returned to the coordinators at the individual sites. 

This infortaaticn was used by campus organizers to develcp the di-

rection and objectives for future interactions 

Qualitative data was obtained through observations and inter-

views. As a participant observer, the evaluator attended all first 

and second cycle sessions. Field notes were taken and were used to 

provide relevant informeti+án to the project developer. After each 

stage of the modal, the evaluator held telephone interviews, using 

a structured format, with selected facilitators and participants. 

Data was categorized and' presented to the project' developer. Trian-

gulation was also utilized to provide qualitative information. After 

the initial Case Study Workshop, it was found to be a useful nec naniaa 

for assessment. ln this inatanoe, the 'çommesnts of external facilitators 

and internal group headers were compared and contrasted. 



Results  

Zb deterndne the suooess of Part I, the Case Study ',brksimp, .

*Itch woes at the core of the program, ppertióipants ewers asked to 

indicate their satisfactiaa on the questiaannaire.  The numberof 

participants who aereGeither "vary" or Neoctremely" satisfied with

  the workakop (the two highest indicators) , increased frail site to 

site (i.e. Site A-42.0%; Site 8-45.5%; Site C-65.7%), dué,in large 

  part to alteraticns in the model as a result of participants'

Criticisms. 

Dissatisfaction, which was relayed to the program developer 

through ffrmative evaluatiron, centered around three areas discussed 

balm: segregation of the groupe, responsibilities of the co-facil-

itatohs, and the workshop presentations  of the program developer`. 

(1) Segregatiaa of the Groups - The program developer sep? 

a'rated participants in Part • a cording to their cc ati,cros. Par-

ticipaonts at Site A objected strenuaisly to the segragaticn of groupe

and charged that "elitism" had occured   . Aware of this difficulty, 

yet reluctant to change the original design, the program developer 

announced at the neap bao sites that participants would meet in mix-

ed groups in Part IT.. Using .the formative evaluation information; 

and indicating the resulting hangs in participant mix, ßo11 -c1) 

intertriews stx and that segregation of groups was zip loner ári assue•. 

(2) Resp risibility of the Co-Pacilitators - hmplicit in The Next 

Move design was the gr++adual emergence of leadépahip and direction from 



,the host institution, ánd it was hoped that the o0-far'i1 itators 

would evolve into keß leaders. Boomer, after Part I, it, wes 

' evident that co-facilitators on Site A felt t:iprepared for the 

Workshop and had begun to worry about their- role in Part II. At 

Sité B, there was a further expression of this anxiety. To deal 

with the crucial issues óf xpie definitirn, the'Iprogram developer 

describecLthe co-facilitators' responsibilities at each stage of

the model, and piesented the outline prior to Part I. Follow-up

interviews confirmed that oil-facilitators' =warns were allevi-

atad once their role in the model was node eexplicit. 

f3i'Workshop Presentatians of the Progran Developer' -- 'The 

program divelgxr delivered three 30-minute presentatioins in Part I. 
ailmients Tare made,• both orally and on the questionnaire, that the 

talks Gould be more easily remembered if a summary were provided. •- , 

`Bespanding to her ata paralytics of the presentations and to par-

tidpants' reactions, the program dsvelaper Produced ant'agenda, out-

lining the talks and prai ding related topics for  group discussion.

The questionnaire, administered after Part I, asked partici-

pants to indicate profassicnal development, areas which they wished 

„to pursue., Although the majority of participants .at¿ all sites se-

, lected Management and leadership ¡kills as their. first' topic of 

oanoern, the remaining development área$ varied considerably frail 

site tri site. 



Accordingly, Part II of the model reflected the collective 

interests of the participants in a given institution. Fbr ex-

ample, at Site A, career planning and human behavior skills had 

a high priority      and ware a major focus of discussion on  Site B,

job des ie i, supervision, per t:alas a assessment and caanunicaticn

skills received att1tirni; an Site C, communications and human be-

haviror'skills were stressed. Thus, transportability was demcn-

strafed. The model was sufficiently flexible to permit œrsider-

ation of site specific topics of interest. 

The Next Move's participants ware responsible for selecting 

discussion topics for the Brown Bag Seminars (Part Ill). The model 

mirrored the previous activities and level of consciousness on an 

individual campus and was therefore ccnsidered to be adaptive. In 

this case, on one traditional campus, participants    focused on the 

need to post available positions on a bulletin board, while on an-

other more non-traditional site, participants indicated a desire to 

organize e Wbmme n's Action Alliance: 

The adaptability of the model was also clearly deannstrated in 

the manner in wih each campus changed the final stage of the pro-

gram. The coordinator and her committee, at Site B, implemented 

Part III as designed. The brown bag luncheons were .held two weeks 

apart and attendance was restricted to the original participants. 



Fbr the luuheons, the theme of cremunications was selected and 

a seminar series relating to this topic was devised. Such titles 

as "Selling Ideas or Making the Boss Listen" and "Bring Your Boss 

to Lunch" indicated clearly the thrust of these sessions. 

At Site A, there was a rechncti an ir. the :unbar of luncheons 

from five to three and colleagues ware invited who ware outside 

of the original program. Ch this caws, the broom bag sessions 

e phasized professional development. In this case, support systems 

for womes» private sector jobs: and financial planning were the 

topics of the three -lun hears. 

Ch Cis C, the Brain Bag Seninars ware used as a spring-

board for the fonnaticn of a new ca ns-wide ar^ganizaticn of 

womeRn. Pbr the seminars, no central focus was noticeable. 1h-

stead, the monthly meetings ranged from a panel discussion with 

four women donne, to a Christmas party, to as unusual a pre-

sentation as the Medieval Rave aand Bar Wbrk." Attendance at 

each session was very good and the meetings were of interest to 

worm from all parts of the University. It was noted that sane 

of the original participants, in the secretarial group, as a 

direct outgrowth of the program, developed an infxanal support group. 



Discussion of the Results 

the Next !Ova is an e000ept3cnally cceplex model for change. 

Variables abound. 72ns, the sites are very different; women 

are at diverse stages of their professional develament and at 

varied levels of consciousness    ; opportunities for individual 

growth on each carpus differ. Despite the variables, the model 

thus far wears to be transportabbls. It can be adjusted both 

to the needs of participants and to the requirements of the dif-

ferent institutions. 

Evidence in support of the model's adaptability can be seen 

iñ the willingness of the program developer to writes explicit 

material for`Part  I; in the modification of Part I I to suit the 

needs of the participants; in the variations which enabled par-

ticipants to tailor the luncheons in Part III to reflect their 

own interests. 

Illucsdnntive Evaluati cn and Transportability 

Ztne selection of illasdnative evaluation to assess the im-

pact of The Next *we proved to be of critical siglificanoe. Had 

only traditional evbluative methods been employed, it is doubt-

ful that the model could have been refined as it moved from site 

to site, or that the unintended "consequences of the program's 

outixas would have been revealed. 



It was the British philosopher, Carl Popper, who recog-

nized that for each intended action, there are some unintend-

ed consequences ( ogee, 1973). In a process modal far change, 

such as The Next Move, unintended and unexpected consequences 

were inevitable. Since participants ware able to shape some 

of the program's parts, the design was left deliberately open-

ended. Illuminativè evaluation, which is both adaptable and 

eclectic, provided the external assessor with necessary nethod-

ologies to properly describe the moat obvious results of the 

program, as wall as the unanticipated consequences. 

Although it was expected that a program, focussing an 

career áevelognesnt, would alter mobility and job enhancement 

for its participants, the program developer did not anticipate 

the speed at' which changes would occur. Within ten months of 

the program's introduction, 20% of the ono-huldred and five 

original %men reported positive career changes. (i.e. new and 

expanded respansibilitires, new titles, differssit posts, noci-

sc3uled salary increases) . 

It is difficult to establish a casual relationet>ip be-

tween participation in the Next Move and career changes; how-

ever, typical comments from the different sites, such as the 

following, would strongly suggest a causative relationship. 



"It (The Next Move) helped nu make up ny mind to make a 

change in position of twenty-five years plus!" 

"I moved fxan Personnel to Iaw School. I would not have 

bid an the jab last Spring." 

"I an currently initiating a request for reclassification 

and up-wading of my current position."  

"I have prioritized my rerpamibilities and resolved to 

take an more administrative wort - to Change directicn and 

lock at academic adadnd stratias." 

It is interesting to note that &llmrup questionnaires 

ally partially elicited infonnntian an career mobility. It was 

telepiuoc* interviewim, one approach available In illutninative 

evaluation, which enabled the evaluator to learn of career 

duanges. 

Another interesting finding =calmed the oa*oept of net-

working. Although the program was designed to foster the de el-

apmant of netw a:kg anong participants, the extent to which waman 

at Site C would assist each other was unanticipated. Cn this 

campus, two support groups, with different but related functions, 

mewed to' ,serve the faculty level wamen and secretarial etploy-

ees. Both groups have continued to meet often and offer advice 

and assistance to participants. Qnce again, questiatrudre data 

did not danonstrate the faun of these two groups. Inter-



views of the Ql-site coordinator and of past participants 

revealed this finding. 

In winery, this paper attempted to establish the relation-

ship betweëa effective iuplementatian of an innovative program, 

Zhe Next Have, and its evaluative design. Zhe Next time is a 

promess model far change and as such required an assessment de-

sign in wtlich product evaluation alone would not suffice. Tn 

addition, the evaluative design needed to be aufftiently flex-

ible to cope with tripredictable cutccass. With this in mind, 

illuminative evaluattrin was used to provide for the program 

developer the inßóxnetiÁn necessary to modify the model Errs

stage to stage and from site to site. In this wady, the model , 

was able: to become transportable to meet more closely the varied 

needs of individual participants, as well as the  requirementof 

pa ticrular institutions. Illuadnativs ivaluatial also revealed 

unintended consegtrealoes, which helped to ccnfinn the program's 

positive inpact as career mobility and an the development of 

sUPPart gr/API. 
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